ABSTRACT: Urban renewal requirements have been important issues for local governments in Taiwan and therefore many urban renewal projects were initiated in the past few years and such demands will be increased in the future. According to past performance of urban renewal projects, projects suffered tons of problems, such as project delay due to evaluating existed property value, value allocations for future property, and relocating residents for temporary living, were encountered in urban renewal projects and then negatively influenced the benefit of urban renewal business to participated private firms.
INTRODUCTION
Limited land development, poor urban land use design with large amount of immigrations to urban areas and poor maintenance on aged buildings lead to dim and messy on city configuration and cause some safety issues to city's residential environment, which impeded city development.
To resolve the highly chained and important issue to enhance the city development in the future, central government and many local governments in Taiwan deployed urban renewal incentives policies to enhance the public-private partnerships on urban renewal business of redecorating, maintaining and rebuilding aged and poor planned residential community, which can be divided into several levels. The most complex level is to dismantle aged community and then regenerate a well planned community with sufficient infrastructures to support community livings.
The simplest level only repairs and redecorates aged buildings. However, renewing residential community improves utilization of urban city land, improves city configuration, and enhances the public services to improve community's living environment and further raise city's competence level on economics development and living environment.
In Taiwan Implementers propose the community renewal projects with corresponding to the published urban plans to acquire the permit from city government. Once city's urban renewal committee authorized the permit, implementers could kick off the project with partial supports specified in the proposed plan from government.
Although urban renewal projects could bring high benefits and profits to private implementers, projects with the characteristic of long duration usually spanning a long period, huge investment, requiring the agreement from threshold amount of ownership residents, and complicated acquisition process make the urban renewal business projects more complicated and full of uncertainty. Project risks in these projects therefore are much complicated and difficult to be acknowledged, predicted, controlled and managed. Without sufficient information on the risks and uncertainties encountered by urban renewal business projects, these projects are extremely vulnerable to suffer project delay, increased cost, and even are terminated before project completion.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the risk configurations for a general urban renewal business project.
Urban renewal business project risks will be systematically identified, and then assessed to explore the relative effects of identified risk factor on project success. Explored project risk configurations can be used by urban renewal business project stakeholders to raise their risk knowledge and conscious to conduct urban renewal business projects.
Project managers and project team can use the results to enhance the performance of risk management for better chance to success.
LITERATURE REVIEWS

Reviewing flow process of an urban renewal business project
Government usually lead when large scale of urban renewal projects were promoted such as renewal projects of the train station area in a city, port area, transportation hub area, airport community, local commercial area or national administration area. [3] Urban renewal business projects with smaller scale such as the renewal projects of residential communities can be led by private parties.
These types of projects may focus on the repair and rebuild of aged residential communities and the enhancement of public facilities to improve residents' living environment.
The detailed flow processes of an urban renewal business project were created to facilitate the risk identification in this study.
Establishing the risk assessment model
During the risk identification process, the risk breakdown structure (abbreviated as RBS) proposed by PMI (Project Management Institute) for generic project [1] was employed as the basic risk framework to identify the risk factors for urban renewal business projects. Because an urban renewal business project usually included building construction, the project definition rating index (PDRI) for building projects [2, 3] was also adapted in this study to integrate with the employed PMI's risk framework to enhance the development of the risk framework for urban renewal business projects. In addition, potential risk factors in each risk sub-category were explored based on the suggested elements in PMI's framework, defined elements in the PDRI, exploring potential risks in each of the required flow process in an urban renewal business project and from literature reviews. Total of fifty three risk factors were initially identified for urban renewal business projects.
Moreover, a causal-effect influence diagram, shown as Table 1 .
The explored hierarchical risk breakdown structure with five risk categories and twenty four risk factors further can be used to assess the occurrence probability of identified risk factors and their potential relative effects on project success. Risk evaluation includes two parts of assessments which are for occurrence probability and effects on risk consequences. When risk assessment is conducted, the assessment of potential effects of risk factors on consequence is much more difficult to be performed rather than evaluating occurrence probability since the effects should be evaluated based on two dimensions-vulnerability and risk exposure. The scope of this study is limited to the assessment of risk effects of explored risk factors on project consequences. Consistent fuzzy preference relation (CFPR) was employed to evaluate the relative effects for further establishment of risk checklist used for urban renewal business projects. 
Where ij a  is a fuzzy value for the comparative effect of ris k factor i and risk factor j on project success. When m expe rts participate in the evaluations, the geometric mean appro ach presented as Eq. (2) can be used to synthesize the evalu ations of m experts. Additive transitivity, with the relationships as Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) 
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This study utilizes this method to assess the relative effects on project success of the risk factors. The obtained
, shows the consistent reciprocal relation. It can apply the Equations Table 2 .
The synthesized fuzzy relative effects of pairwise risk dime nsions and pairwise risk factors from four experts were co mputed by using Eq. (2). The synthesized TFNs were furth er defuzzified b y u s i n g -cut approach w i t h 0.5 as the value of  and  to a multiplicative prefer ence relations matrix, parts of resulted matrix were displayed in Fig. 3 .
The multiplicative preference relations matrix is further use d to explore the CFPR matrix, displayed as P matrix in Fig.   3 , by using Eq. (5)~Eq. (7) . The fuzzy preference relation value should be between the range of 0 and 1, Eq. (8) was e mployed to refine the fuzzy preference relations matrix. Th e refined fuzzy preference matrix is displayed as the P' mat rix in Fig.3 . The refined fuzzy preference matrix is further t ransferred to multiplicative preference relations matrix by using Eq. (9) . Finally, the multiplicative preference relation s matrix, as the A' matrix in Fig.3 , is resolved by using the eigenvector approach to compute the relative effects of inv estigated risk factors. Table. 3 Experts' linguistic data for compared effects between pairwise risk dimensions and pairwise factors Fig. 3 Multiplicative preference relations matrix and CFPR matrix for risk dimensions
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Local weights of investigated risk dimensions as well as lo cal weights and global weights of investigated risk factors f or urban renewal business projects were presented in Table   4 . For Urban renewal projects, economic risks should be noticed since the relative effects of economic risks on project success is much higher than other risks. 
